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Abstract: 

 

As this paper shows, though considered largely philological or lexical in nature, 

early medieval (1st–7th c. CE) commentaries on the Zuozhuan 左傳 (ca. 4th c. BCE), an 

early Chinese historical narrative, not only bring to the fore ambiguities in the text itself, but also 

generate divergent literary scenarios and character judgments under-examined by modern 

Zuozhuan scholars. Commissioned by Tang Taizong’s 唐太宗 court (626–649 CE), the imperial 

compilers of the Zuozhuan zhengyi 左傳正義 (Corrected meaning of the Zuozhuan) adopted Du 

Yu’s 杜預 (222–284) commentary on the Zuozhuan and implicitly rejected Eastern Han (25–220 

CE) commentaries. This article considers marginalized commentaries written before Du Yu’s 

time as particularly valuable because such earlier competing interpretations could destabilize—in 

our latter day perspective—the readings “fixed” by the early Tang authorization of Du Yu’s 

commentary. 
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Article:  

 

Introduction 

 

Since the early Tang (7th c. CE), few commentaries on the Zuozhuan 左 傳 (compiled ca. 4th c. 

BCE) can rival the dominance of the Chunqiu jingzhuan jijie 春秋經 傳集解 (Collected 

explanations of the Spring and Autumn Classic and [Zuo]zhuan),2 hereafter the Jijie, by Western 

Jin (265–317 CE) scholar Du Yu 杜預 (222–284). Even James Legge (1815–1897), famed 

English translator of the Five Classics, largely adopted Du Yu’s explications when translating 

China’s most ancient historical narrative.3 However, as this article proposes, even though Du 

Yu’s commentary eclipsed Eastern Han to Wei (25–265) commentaries on the Zuozhuan, 

surviving fragments from pre-Du Yu days are essential to a critical understanding of the Zuo as 

a difficult text that not only requires unpacking, but have also generated multiple readings among 

its earliest commentators.4 Lines in the Zuozhuan rendered unproblematic in Du Yu’s 

‘authoritative’ commentary become ambiguous when one also considers the divergent 

explications of pre-Du Yu commentators, such as the ones featured in this paper—Jia Kui 賈逵 
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(30–101), Zheng Zhong 鄭眾 (d. 83), 馬融 (79–166), Fu Qian 服虔 (d. ca. 195), and Peng Wang 

彭汪 (?–?, E. Han). With textual ambiguities foregrounded again, different narrative scenarios 

emerge, reversing character judgments at times, thus affecting the posthumous reputations of 

historical figures, a central preoccupation of exegetes of the Annals corpus.5 

 What are the goals of the commentator on the Zuozhuan in early medieval (1st–7th c.) 

China? The Zuozhuan was itself already held as valid exegesis (zhuan 傳) to the Annals, having 

won such a status after a protracted struggle beginning with Liu Xin 劉歆 (46 BCE–23 CE) in 

the late Western Han and continued in the early Eastern Han (25–220 CE). But as early 

commentaries on the Zuozhuan show, its newfound status as exegesis did not obviate the need 

for this work itself to be further explicated and evaluated. Obscurities in the Zuozhuan required 

the commentator to supply lexical glosses to resolve difficult and doubtful points in the text. So 

at the most elemental level, early medieval commentators simply rendered the Zuo more 

accessible and readable. These scholars accomplished this rudimentary goal to pursue the 

ultimate goal of demonstrating that the Zuozhuan grasps the meaning of the Annals more 

properly and effectively than rival traditions, the Gongyang and Guliang zhuan, could. Zuozhuan 

commentators may share these two broad goals, one technical and the other ideological, but 

differences between these scholars also distinguish them from each other. 

 As this paper shows, different proposals for the technical meaning of words or literal 

reference of phrases may sometimes reveal higher-order judgments—approval or disapproval of 

characters and actions—that commentators almost never explicitly say issued from their own 

judgment. The medium of the seemingly innocuous semantic gloss sometimes ends up pointing 

toward a particular implied judgment that may or may not contradict the one espoused by the 

Zuozhuan, or more precisely, the one the Zuozhuan claims the Annals has conveyed. Oftentimes 

it is difficult to determine whether these differences in judgment drove or resulted from the 

different lexical glosses proposed. In any case, taken together, early medieval Zuozhuan 

commentaries present us with different choices and arguments on how to first understand the 

words, then to judge the characters and circumstances those words depict. 

 In selecting Du Yu’s commentary as the definitive interpretation of the Zuozhuan, early 

Tang scholars effectively limited the profusion of meanings, closing down alternatives in many 

cases. The early Tang rejection (during Tang Taizong’s 太宗 reign, 626–649) of comments that 

conflict with Du Yu’s comments reflects Tang editors’ explicit agenda to make Du’s explications 

and implicit judgments the “gold standard” in the interpretation of both the Annals and 

Zuozhuan. This paper examines marginalized Eastern Han-Wei commentaries on the Zuozhuan, 

and in light of their differences from Du Yu’s comments, reexamines certain characters and 

scenarios in the Zuo.6 

 In this article, first I offer a brief history of Zuozhuan scholarship in early medieval 

China, from the active production of commentaries in the Eastern Han to the Taizong court’s 

exclusive endorsement of Du Yu’s commentary. Next, I turn to the nature of early medieval 

commentaries on the Zuozhuan, providing an overview of the scope, form, and subject matter of 

the usually brief entries.7 My first case studies give a sampling of the commentators’ conflicting 

views on questions concerning personal identities, historical backgrounds, and character 

assessments in select Zuozhuan episodes. In the more complex case studies, I delve into an 

extended analysis of commentaries on two longer Zuozhuan passages which, rife with 

ambiguities, gave rise to contentious arguments among commentators. The article closes by 

reflecting on the paradox of the Zuozhuan zhengyi’s citation yet rejection of Han commentaries 



in the Tang, exposing tensions between critical evaluations and outright elimination of voices 

that deviate from the officially recognized interpretations of Du Yu. 

 

Authoritative vs. Marginalized Zuozhuan Commentaries 

 

A brief history of early medieval scholarship on the Zuozhuan here will contextualize the 

marginalization of Eastern Han commentaries and the valorization of Du Yu’s readings of words, 

scenes, and characters in the Zuozhuan. The earliest and only commentary on the Zuozhuan still 

extant from the Western Han is attributed to Liu Xin,8 the famous earliest advocate of this text, 

while all other extant commentaries date from the Eastern Han or later.9 It appears, judging from 

this pool of extant early commentaries and from historical accounts in the Hou Hanshu 後漢書 , 

that commentaries on the Zuozhuan first proliferated in the Eastern Han. Some early Eastern Han 

advocates and opponents of the Zuozhuan—Han Xin 韓歆 (d. ca. 39), Fan Sheng 范升 (fl. 28), 

Chen Yuan 陳元 (fl. 28), and Li Yu 李育 (fl. 79)—gained fame from their court debates 

supporting or discrediting the text,10 but none of their works appear in the Classics section of the 

“Jingji zhi” 經籍志 (Treatise on Classics and other writings) of the Suishu 隋書.11 In this 

bibliography, about 30 titles of commentarial works on the Zuozhuan are attributed to scholars 

alive in the Eastern Han and Wei periods, while no scholar of the Western Han is included.12 

Still visible today are fragments of Zuozhuan commentaries attributed to upwards of a dozen 

scholars from this period.13 Of these scholars, the more prominent ones in the historical record 

are Zheng Zhong, Jia Kui, Ma Rong 馬融 (79–166), Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 (127–200), and Wang Su 

王 肅 (195–256), all figures who have full biographies, and/or have written memorials or essays 

incorporated into their life accounts.14 

However, political or intellectual prominence fails to easily translate into productivity or 

longevity of writings, for the most influential commentator on the Zuozhuan in the Eastern Han, 

Fu Qian, fails to figure among this select group.15 In the Hou Hanshu group biographies of the 

scholars (“Rulin zhuan” 儒林傳), a cursory paragraph summarizes Fu Qian’s life, even though 

he attained the position of Administrator (taishou 太守) of Jiujiang 九江.16 Tang compilers of 

the Jinshu 晉書 (compiled 646–648) record that the Eastern Jin court established Fu Qian’s and 

Du Yu’s commentaries on an equal footing in the official curriculum.17 Indeed, Fu Qian’s extant 

corpus of commentarial fragments on the Zuozhuan far outstrips that of any other Eastern Han 

scholar’s in size, notwithstanding those other scholars’ greater political, social, or intellectual 

stature. Fu Qian’s corpus consists of over 800 fragments in four full juan 卷 (fascicles),18 or 

approximately twice the quantity of fragments attributed to Jia Kui, who has the next highest 

number of fragments preserved. Fu Qian’s scrupulous citation of the names of commentators 

shows commentators building upon each other’s works during this early period of Zuozhuan 

commentaries.19 In other words, it appears that early Zuozhuan commentators formed a loose 

network of readers who consulted, evaluated, and at times argued with each other’s comments, 

even though these scholars may not always properly acknowledge their source or debt to 

others.20 The case studies examined later place the commentators’ interpretive differences on the 

same Zuozhuan episodes in the context of such conversations held in writing. 

Since the early Tang, many traditional and modern scholars have considered Du Yu’s 

commentarial contribution as a watershed in the history of Zuozhuan scholarship. His 

commentary, the Jijie, became authoritative when Kong Yingda 孔穎達 (574–648) et al., under 

imperial auspices, endorsed the Zuozhuan and Du Yu’s Jijie as official interpretations of the 



Annals, integrating the three texts to form the Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhengyi 春秋左傳正義 

(compiled 639). Neither the Gongyang zhuan nor the Guliang zhuan, rival exegetical traditions, 

gained admission into the official Wujing zhengyi 五經正義 (Corrected meaning of the Five 

Classics) corpus,21 while other early medieval commentaries on the Zuozhuan were also shunted 

aside in favor of Du Yu’s. 

Kong Yingda’s preface to the Zuozhuan zhengyi justifies the supremacy of Du Yu’s 

commentary, downplaying the achievements of other early medieval commentators and 

subcommentators because they allowed Gongyang and Guliang interpretations to adulterate their 

scholarship.22 Kong evaluates the commentators before and since Du Yu in this way: 

 

 Of those who transmitted the Zuozhuan in the Former Han, there were Zhang Cang 

(d. 151 BCE), Jia Yi (201–169), Yin Xian (fl. 5 CE), and Liu Xin (46 BCE–23 CE). In 

the Later Han, there were those such as Zheng Zhong (d. 83 CE), Jia Kui (30–101), Fu 

Qian (d. ca. 195), and Xu Huiqing (fl. 28). Every one of them wrote glosses and 

explanations, yet they mixed in explanations from the Gongyang and Guliang [zhuan] 

to explicate the Zuozhuan. This is akin to putting a cap over a pair of shoes, crossing 

silk threads with hemp, driving a round peg into a square hole—how can any of them fit 

with each other? Du Yuankai [Yu] of the Jin period wrote the Zuoshi jijie. He exclusively 

uses the tradition of [Zuo] Qiuming to explicate the Classic [i.e. Annals] by Confucius. 

This is what is meant by the son responding to the mother, and mixing glue into the 

lacquer—even if someone had wished them to come apart, could he have done so? 

Today, if we were to evaluate the merits and demerits of these past classicists, Du Yu 

stands unsurpassed.23 Consequently his commentary was transmitted from the Jin and 

[Liu] Song dynasties down to this day. Among those who wrote subcommentaries, there 

were Shen Wenhe (503–563), Su Kuan (?–?), and Liu Xuan (546–613). In this case, 

Shen’s norms governing significance are passable, but his comments on the Classic [i.e. 

Annals] and [Zuo]zhuan are extremely sparse. Su does not adhere to the text at all. All he 

does is become sidetracked in attacking Jia [Kui] and Fu [Qian], causing later scholars to 

be fruitless in their assiduous studies. 其前漢傳左氏者,有張蒼、賈誼、尹咸、劉歆,

後漢有鄭眾、賈逵、服虔、許惠卿之 等,各為詁訓,然雜取公羊、穀梁以釋左氏,此

乃以冠雙屨,將絲綜麻,方鑿圓枘,其可入乎!晉世杜元凱又為左氏集解,專取丘明之

傳,以釋孔氏之經,所謂子應乎母,以膠投漆,雖欲勿合,其可離乎!今校先儒優劣,杜

為甲矣,故晉宋傳授,以至于今。其為義疏者,則有沈文何、蘇寬、劉炫。然沈氏於

義例粗可,於經傳極疎。蘇氏則全不體本文,唯旁攻賈、服,使後之學者鑽仰無成24 

 

As Kong Yingda argues, Du Yu’s faithful adherence to the interpretations of the Zuozhuan 

justifies his claim to authority (“He exclusively uses the tradition of [Zuo] Qiuming to explicate 

the Classic [i.e. Annals] by Confucius”). Space constraints prevent the full quotation of Kong 

Yingda’s vitriol against Liu Xuan, an important subcommentator named in the passage. 25 

Suffice to say that even though Kong grudgingly acknowledges Liu’s achievements, using his 

subcommentaries as the foundation (ju yiwei ben 據以爲本) for the Zuozhuan zhengyi, Kong 

also censures him for “correcting the errors of Du Yu in more than a hundred and fifty places” 規

杜氏之失,凡一百五十餘條.26 Evidently, Kong cannot tolerate this level of challenge to Du Yu. 

Kong’s accolades for Du Yu, and conversely opprobrium for Liu Xuan, unsurprisingly accord 

with common expectations before the Song Dynasty (960–1279) that “commentary ought not to 



contravene the Tradition” (zhu bupo zhuan 注不破傳), while “subcommentary ought not to 

contravene the commentary” (shu bupo zhu 疏不破注).27 In the early Tang, not only Kong 

Yingda, but also official Tang historians such as Fang Xuanling (578–648) and Li Yanshou 李延

壽 (fl. 618–76) accentuated the influence of Du Yu’s commentary during the Six Dynasties.28 

 My primary texts under study are a) the text of the Zuozhuan; b) fragmentary 

commentaries on it dated to the second and third centuries CE; c) Du Yu’s commentary, the Jijie, 

existing now also as a stand-alone published modern edition; and d) the Zuozhuan zhengyi.29 Ma 

Guohan’s 馬國翰 (1794–1857) compendium, Yuhan shanfang jiyi shu 玉函山房輯佚書, 

contains a total of 19 partial juan of fragmented commentaries on the Zuozhuan from Han to Wei 

periods, including the pertinent text from the Annals and the Zuozhuan commented upon.30 Ma 

Guohan extracts most of these fragments from the Zuozhuan zhengyi itself, and some from 

commentaries to the Shiji 史記 and other major works. Most of these restored commentaries fail 

to reach the length of a full juan, as they typically consist of no more than a handful of 

fragmented entries or a few pages of text. Even Fu Qian’s relatively extensive surviving corpus 

of four full juan pales in comparison to the 60 complete juan of the Zuozhuan zhengyi, 

comprised of the full texts of the Annals, Zuozhuan, Du Yu’s Jijie, glosses from Lu Deming’s 陸

德明 (550–630) Jingdian shiwen 經典釋文, selections of early medieval subcommentaries, and 

the Zuozhuan zhengyi editors’ own subcommentary.31 Thus, even the largest corpus of extant 

fragments attributed to any one Eastern Han commentator (in this case, Fu Qian) occupies only a 

slim fraction of the imperial compendium compiled in the early Tang court. Paradoxically, while 

the editorial team of the Zuozhuan zhengyi champions Du Yu’s commentary, the Zhengyi today 

represents virtually our only source of pre-Du Yu commentaries, since the Zhengyi editors would 

cite them opportunistically to demonstrate why these interpretations are untenable whereas Du 

Yu’s are correct. Therefore, we cannot be certain whether the Tang editors may have truncated, 

misquoted, or misrepresented any of the Han-Wei commentaries cited in the Zhengyi. It is 

therefore hazardous to attribute any tendency, stance, or agenda to Eastern Han scholars whose 

commentaries have suffered losses, selection, and possible mis-citations by accident and editorial 

intentions alike. But despite the attrition of pre-Du Yu commentaries through time and their 

marginalization by the Zhengyi project, enough of them survived for us to observe their nature 

and their differences from Du Yu’s readings. 

 

The Nature of Pre-Tang Commentaries on the Zuizhuan 

 

 Much space in extant Eastern Han Zuozhuan commentaries is devoted to the explication 

of narrative meanings that fail to directly address the embedded meanings of the Annals’ 

wording. In other words, while Zuozhuan commentators do often seek to uncover the concealed 

meanings of the Annals, scholars are also busy addressing problems in the Zuozhuan text itself. 

Below is a sampling of relatively commonplace comments that dominate the landscape of 

Zuozhuan commentary up to Du Yu’s times, demonstrating scholars’ efforts to clarify obscure 

narrative lines and embed character judgments, simultaneous acts that can influence each other. 

These textual specimens isolate the separate elements that appear together in commentaries on 

two major Zuozhuan episodes—the focus of extensive analysis later in this article. 

 1) Clarification of identities 

 Addressing an ambiguous line in the 11th year of Duke Wen 文公 (616 BCE) in the 



Zuozhuan, Eastern Han commentators and Du Yu struggle to identify precisely who had died in 

a battle, as the following Zuozhuan passage leaves this issue unclear: 

 

 In the time of Duke Wu of Song, Sou Man attacked Song. The Minister of Instruction 

Huangfu led troops to resist them. With Er Ban as the chariot driver for Huangfu 

Chongshi, Gongzi Gusheng as the spearman on his right, and Minister of Crime Niufu in 

the same chariot, they defeated the Di at Changqiu and captured the Di leader Yuan Si. 

Huangfu and the two ministers/Huangfu’s two sons died there [i.e. in battle].32 The Duke 

of Song therefore rewarded Er Ban with revenues collected at one of the city gates, 

allowing him to use the revenues as income, and called the gate the Er Gate.33 

宋武公之世,鄋瞞伐宋。司徒皇父帥師禦之。耏班御皇父充石,公子穀甥為右,司寇 

牛父駟乘,以敗狄于長丘,獲長狄緣斯。皇父之二子死焉,宋公於是以門賞耏班,使 

食其征,謂之耏門。34 

 

The ambiguous line Huangfu zhi erzi si yan 皇父之二子死焉 inspires debate, as one cannot tell 

if “erzi” 二子 refers to the two ministers on Huangfu’s chariot or to his two sons, or whether 

Huangfu himself died along with them. The Zuozhuan explicitly states neither the identities of 

the “erzi” nor the death of Huangfu. Jia Kui attempts to resolve these ambiguities in his 

comment: “Huangfu, Gusheng, and Niufu—all three men—died” 皇父與穀甥、牛父三子皆.35 

In Jia Kui’s reading, this trio met their deaths in battle, though either he offers no further 

justification or the explanation is left out of the Zhengyi. Jia Kui’s successors in the Eastern 

Han—Zheng Zhong and Ma Rong—disagree with Jia’s determination, as they all claim that 

Huangfu never died in battle, as the Zhengyi cites: 

 

 Zheng Zhong thinks that Gusheng and Niufu these two died, but Huangfu did not 

die. 

鄭眾以為穀甥、牛父二人死耳,皇父不死。36 

Ma Rong thinks that Huangfu’s two sons followed their father in the army and that both 

of them were killed by the enemy. Because their names were unknown, the text says the 

“two sons” died, and that is why they were victorious over the Di. Had all three died, who 

could have killed Yuan Si? 

馬融以為皇父之二子從父在軍,為敵所殺,名不見者,方道二子死,故得勝之。如今 

皆死,誰殺緣斯。37 

 

Whereas Zheng Zhong fails to explain, or the Zhengyi fails to cite, why his opinion (“Huangfu 

did not die”) differs from Jia Kui’s concerning Huangfu’s death,38 Ma Rong gives his rationale 

as to why the “erzi” were Huangfu’s unnamed sons (who “followed their father in the army”; 

“their names were unknown”). As Ma reasons, had “erzi” referred to the two ministers Gusheng 

and Niufu, the text would have named them as such. Furthermore, as Ma Rong extrapolates, 

Huangfu could not have died, for if he had, his enemy the Di leader Yuansi would not have died 

at his hands (“who could have killed Yuan Si?”). Continuing this debate, Fu Qian then questions 

Ma Rong’s contention about the impossibility of Huangfu’s death, arguing that Huangfu was not 

necessarily the one to have slain his enemy, since other soldiers could have easily done so as 

well: 

 



Fu Qian says: The one who killed Yuan Si did not necessarily have to be one of the three 

[Huangfu, Gusheng, or Niufu]. The soldiers could have captured him too. 

服虔云:殺緣斯者,未必三子之手,士卒獲之耳。39 

 

Aside from qualifying Ma Rong’s point, Fu Qian stops short of (or is not cited as) explicitly 

pronouncing on the identity of “erzi” or Huangfu’s death, although implicitly, Fu’s countering of 

Ma suggests that he agrees with Jia Kui.40 

 Du Yu ignores Zheng Zhong’s, Ma Rong’s, and Fu Qian’s comments, electing to extend 

Jia Kui’s original proposition instead, as Du says: “Huangfu, along with Gusheng and Niufu all 

died. Therefore Er Ban alone received rewards” 皇父與穀甥及 牛父皆死,故耏班獨受賞. 

Concurring with Jia Kui, Du Yu enlists another narrative detail— “Er Ban alone received 

rewards”—to further support the earliest verdict that only one out of the four men on the chariot 

survived to reap the reward. This is an excellent instance of a commentator drawing clues from 

elsewhere in the narrative to underline the plausibility of the scenario he adopts. As a matter of 

course, the Zuozhuan zhengyi applauds Du Yu’s explanation, endorsing Jia Kui’s opinion while 

elaborating on Du’s brief comment: 

 

The text below says the Duke of Song “rewarded Er Ban with revenues collected at one 

of the city gates.” [Er] Ban was rewarded for serving as Huangfu’s chariot driver. The 

[other] three men were not rewarded, therefore one may suspect that they all died. Master 

Jia [Kui’s] comment can be considered closest to the truth. Ma Rong’s interpretation 

makes sense, according to the text [i.e. literal words] of the [Zuo]zhuan. But since only 

[Er] Ban received rewards, we know that [the other] three men all died. That is why Du 

[Yu] agreed with him [Jia Kui]. 

下言宋公「以門賞耏班」,班為皇父御而有賞。三子不見賞,疑皆死,賈君為近之。 

如馬之言,於傳文為順,但班獨受賞,知三子皆死,故杜亦同之。41 

 

As is the custom with the subcommentators, they rephrase previous comments to establish their 

connections with each other, in this case using Du Yu’s later observation about the sole survivor 

to validate Jia Kui’s earlier position, such that a premise attributed to Jia ex post facto would 

appear shared by both scholars (“That is why Du [Yu] agreed with Jia [Kui]”). The writers of 

this subcommentary also scrupulously acknowledge the plausibility of Ma Rong’s scenario, for 

as the Zhengyi concedes, a close reading of the Zuozhuan would warrant Ma’s conclusion that 

only the father survived to slay the enemy (“Ma Rong’s interpretation makes sense, according to 

the text of the [Zuo]zhuan”). Yet, the editors of the Zhengyi ultimately reject Ma Rong to fully 

endorse Du Yu along with Jia Kui, while it remains debatable whether the Tang scholars 

genuinely appreciate Du’s flawless logic or automatically defer to his authority, or both. As 

demonstrated above, while the comments primarily function to identify persons in the Zuozhuan, 

such comments also generate multiple narrative scenarios, with early Tang scholars ultimately 

endorsing the scenario put forth by Du Yu, which highlights Er Ban’s achievement as the sole 

survivor. 

 2) Provision of historical background 

 Another function of Eastern Han commentaries on the Zuozhuan is to outline historical 

backgrounds, giving the reader a sense of the history leading up to a given event recorded in the 

narrative. Clarifying the chains of cause and effect, the commentator draws a thread through the 

events to mend the narrative arc broken up by the annalistic structure of the Zuozhuan. The 



following example shows Fu Qian performing exactly such a task: he provides an overview of 

the historical relations between Zheng 鄭, Hua 華, and Zhou 周, embroiled in conflict in the 24th 

year of Duke Xi 僖公 (636 BCE): 

 

 Zuozhuan: 

During Zheng’s occupation of Hua, the people of Hua received its commands. But once 

Zheng retreated, Hua again sided with Wei. Gongzi Shi of Zheng, and Xie Duyumi led 

troops to attack Hua. The king sent Bofu and Yousun Bo to go to Zheng to intercede on 

behalf of Hua. The Earl of Zheng resented that King Hui, upon his restoration to the 

capital [with Zheng’s help], did not confer a goblet for Duke Li [of Zheng]. He also 

resented King Xiang for siding with Wei and Hua.42 

鄭之入滑也,滑人聽命。師還,又即衞。鄭公子士、洩堵俞彌帥師伐滑。王使伯服、 

游孫伯如鄭請滑。鄭伯怨惠王之入而不與厲公爵也,又怨襄王之與衞、滑也。43 

Fu Qian says: Hua is a statelet close to Zheng. For generations Hua had obeyed Zheng, 

but now it turned against Zheng. When the Zheng army attacked it, it received its 

commands. But later it appealed to the King, who took the side of Wei and Hua.44 

服虔曰:滑,小國,近鄭,世世服從,而更違叛,鄭師伐之,聽命,後自愬於王,王 

以與衞。45 

 

Through Fu Qian, the reader learns that Zheng, a minor hegemon, bristled at Hua’s defection 

(“now it turned against Zheng”) to Zhou for support (“it appealed to the King”), since Hua had 

long served Zheng as its vassal state (“For generations Hua had obeyed Zheng”). Owing to Fu 

Qian’s commentary, the politics behind the switched allegiances, resulting in the line drawn 

between Zheng on one side, and Hua, Wei, Zhou on the other side, become clear now. Yet the 

Zuozhuan zhengyi fails to include Fu Qian’s commentary above, found instead in a commentary 

on the Shiji.46 As the only comment on this episode incorporated into the Zhengyi, Du Yu’s 

commentary is less informative in comparison to Fu Qian’s: “Zheng resented that the King 

assisted Wei to intercede on behalf of Hua” 怨王助衞為滑請. This comment highlights the 

source of Zheng’s displeasure at the Zhou King, namely because he abetted Hua’s ‘treachery,’ 

but Du stops short of providing a deeper history of the shifting alliances as Fu Qian has done. 

For reasons unknown, the Zuozhuan Zhengyi fails to cite commentary earlier than Du Yu’s on 

this passage, illustrating once more the editors’ allegiance to their chosen commentator. 

 3) Embedding of conflicting judgments 

 When conflicting character judgments among commentators present themselves, the 

Zuozhuan zhengyi typically backs Du Yu’s judgment as sound, while rejecting his predecessors’ 

views as unreasonable. In this case below, Du Yu and Fu Qian hold opposing judgments about 

Hua Ou of Song, a minister who made an official visit to Lu with his official entourage in the 

15th year of Duke Wen (612 BCE): 

 

 Zuozhuan: 

In the third month, Hua Ou of Song came to make a covenant with us. His officials all 

followed him here. The Annals says “Song Minister of War, grandson of the Hua clan” to 

honor him.47 The duke [Duke Wen of Lu] was going to feast along with him, but Hua 

declined, saying, “[Hua] Du, the former servant of your Lordship, committed a crime 

against [i.e. murdered] Duke Shang of Song. His personal name is in the records of the 



feudal lords. Charged as I am with his sacrifices, how would I dare to shame your 

lordship. Please allow me to receive your commands from one of your officers of the 

rank below that of a high minister.” The people of Lu considered him respectful and 

exact.48 

三月,宋華耦來盟,其官皆從之。書曰「宋司馬華孫」,貴之也。公與之宴。辭曰: 

「君之先臣督得罪於宋殤公,名在諸侯之策。臣承其祀,其敢辱君?請承命於亞旅。」 

魯人以為敏。49 

 

This Zuozhuan passage lauds Hua Ou through at least two methods: first, it explains that 

according to the scribal norms explained in the Zuozhuan,50 the mention of his official title 

(“Minister of War”) and his lineage (“grandson of the Hua clan”) but not his personal name in 

the Annals accords esteem to Hua Ou for his official delegation. Secondly, as the Zuozhuan 

further narrates, his deferential speech as a self-proclaimed unworthy guest earned him a good 

appraisal from his hosts at Lu.51 Addressing the first instance, Du Yu supports the Zuozhuan’s 

reading of the Annals, saying: 

  

 Ancient meetings for making covenants must be complete in their ritual proceedings, 

generous in gifts and goods, and clear in the roles of the guest and host, so that rituals 

may be completed and respect engendered. Therefore the [Zuo]zhuan says, “When a 

minister travels, his 500 men follow.”52 In the era of the Spring and Autumn, most of the 

ritual proceedings could not be complete. But the grandson of the Hua clan was able to 

lead his subordinates to abide by ancient protocols—this is the means by which he 

accorded respect to affairs and to himself. Since he carried out his mission with gravity 

and his affairs with reverence, Lu was respected and rituals were performed sincerely. 

Therefore the Annals honors him and does not record his personal name.53 

古之盟會,必備儀,崇贄幣,賓主以成禮為敬。故傳曰:「卿行旅從」。春秋時率多 

不能備儀。華孫能率其屬以從古典,所以敬事而自重。使重而事敬則魯尊而禮篤,故 

貴而不名。54 

 

This commentary by Du Yu exemplifies his overarching interest in reading the Annals and the 

Zuozhuan as repositories of ritual knowledge from the Western Zhou, that is, before the “era of 

the Spring and Autumn,” when decline set in and “rituals could not be completed.”55 In this 

example, since Hua Ou fully staffed his mission to Lu according to supposed ritual protocols, as 

the Zuozhuan’s interpretation of the Annals substantiates, Du Yu effusively praises the Song 

official’s compliance with ancient ritual formalities. 

 On occasion, the Zuozhuan zhengyi cites voices that contradict Du Yu, then marshals 

arguments against these opinions of Du’s predecessors. For example, while the Zuozhuan and 

Du Yu find much to commend Hua Ou, the Zhengyi cites Fu Qian’s criticism of Hua: 

 

Fu Qian says: As a minister, Hua Ou was excessive and unregulated. Commanded by his 

lord to form relations and make a covenant [with Lu], he made his subordinate officials 

follow him, emptying their offices and leaving their stations abandoned. The people of 

Lu, unaware of his wrongdoing, revered and honored him instead. 

服虔云:華耦為卿侈而不度,以君命脩好結盟,舉其官屬從之,空官廢職。魯人不知其 

非反尊貴之。56 



Here, Fu Qian denounces Hua Ou actions as “excessive and unregulated” because he recruited 

all his officials to accompany him on a diplomatic mission (“made his subordinate officials 

follow him”). As this judgment implies, Hua endangered his state when he left his branch of the 

government bereft of presiding personnel. As opposed to Du Yu, Fu Qian sees Hua Ou as 

breaking the rules of propriety in governance, for he encouraged his officials to prioritize foreign 

relations over domestic responsibilities, leaving their home state vulnerable to either external 

attacks or internal rebellions. Fu Qian rejects Lu people’s honoring of Hua as misguided, for they 

were oblivious to his violation of governing principles (“unaware of his wrongdoing”). Closer 

inspection of the Zuozhuan passage above reveals, however, that Fu Qian has technically 

confused the Annals’ approval of Hua’s large official delegation with the Lu leaders’ praise of 

his deferential speech. The Zuozhuan Zhengyi commentary distinguishes apart these two sources 

and subjects of evaluation. 57 Strictly speaking, according to the Zuozhuan’s explication, the 

Annals entry was written in such a way as to “honor him” (guizhi 貴之) specifically for the 

grandness of Hua’s official entourage. In the Zuozhuan narrative, the Lu people appraised him 

(Lu ren yiwei min 魯人以爲敏) only after his self-deprecating admission that he was the 

offspring of a ruler’s murderer.58 Fu Qian’s reading illustrates his disagreement with the reason 

the Zuozhuan gives for why Hua Ou is honored,59 whether by the Annals or by the Lu people. 

Here, Fu Qian shows himself to be not averse to contradicting with the Zuozhuan’s explicit or 

implicit judgment. In contrast, we see Du Yu supporting the Zuozhuan’s given reason by 

elaborating upon ancient ritual lore. It is this refusal to contravene the Zuozhuan that, as we have 

seen earlier, earned Du Yu unqualified praise from the Zuozhuan zhengyi. 

 After citing Fu Qian, the Zuozhuan zhengyi then cites another commentator’s refutation 

of Fu to overturn Fu’s criticism of Hua Ou so as to buttress Du Yu’s accolades for Hua. Below 

the Zhengyi cites Liu Xuan’s direct rebuttal (Liu Xuan you nan yun 劉炫又難云) of Fu Qian’s 

specific point regarding a state vacant of authorities: 

 

“His [Hua Ou’s] officials all followed him” means none of the officials on the same 

diplomatic mission were missing, but there should be those who stayed behind to govern. 

How could it be that the entire court traveled,60 giving occasion for one [i.e. Fu Qian] to 

blame him for emptying the offices? If one were to blame him for emptying the offices 

because his officials followed, and in “The Ceremonial of a Mission,”61 the [required] 

official subordinates were not [supposed to be] few, then could it be that the Duke of 

Zhou had vainly instituted these ritual protocols? 

其官皆從,謂共聘之官無闕,當有留治政者,豈舉朝盡行而責其空官也?若以官從即 

責空官,〈聘禮〉官屬不少,豈周公妄制禮乎?62 

 

Here the Zhengyi cites Liu Xuan: ironically, the very commentator Kong Yingda rebukes in his 

preface to Zuozhuan zhengyi. But because in this particular instance, Liu Xuan’s position 

reinforces Du Yu’s, the Zhengyi editors happily cite Liu. Liu Xuan reasons that Hua Ou 

permitted many officials to travel abroad with him, but was never so imprudent as to have 

traveled with the “the entire court.” As Liu understands it, Hua Ou did not violate protocol, and 

in any case, the protocols governing interstate diplomacy in the Zhou dynasty were infallible for 

the reason that the Duke of Zhou had created them: this sage would have considered improper 

any mandate for all court officials to travel on the same mission. On this occasion, the Zhengyi 

unreservedly supports Liu Xuan’s comments because they directly refute Fu Qian’s disapproval 



of Hua Ou. Fu Qian’s difference with Du Yu compels the Zhengyi to cite supporters of Du’s 

position in order to prove Fu wrong.63 

 So far, I have shown that the majority of comments on the Zuozhuan from first- to third- 

century China are compact and explicative, and that these dominant characteristics do not 

preclude the possibility of reading the comments as implicit arguments over character judgments. 

In two case studies of controversial commentaries to follow, each set of commentaries comprises 

all three functions separately treated above: clarification of identities, provision of historical 

backgrounds, and embedding of different character judgments. Stepping into these controversies, 

Du Yu selectively adopts the interpretations of his predecessors, but diverges from their implied 

judgments on the historical characters in question. As expected, the Tang editors of the Zhengyi 

array a battery of arguments to support Du Yu’s understanding while rebutting his predecessors 

point by point. 

 

Split Understandings about a Ruler and an Insurgent 

 

 A comparison of Peng Wang’s and Du Yu’s comments on the following episode of the 

Zuozhuan shows Du Yu attributing ritual propriety to historical figures whom other 

commentators have judged more harshly. The narrative below concerns a vengeful ruler, Duke 

Zhuang of Qi 齊莊公, and a desperate eunuch loyal to a former heir apparent ousted by Duke 

Zhuang. Although Duke Zhuang was the legitimate heir, born of the principal wife, nonetheless 

the favored consort of his father, Duke Ling 靈公, successfully persuaded him to replace Duke 

Zhuang with her adopted son, Gongzi Ya 公子牙, as the new heir apparent. 64 Upon ascension to 

power, Duke Zhuang, convinced that one of Gongzi Ya’s tutors, the eunuch Susha Wei 夙沙衛, 

had worked behind the scenes to remove him as the heir apparent, frightened Susha into fleeing 

to the city of Gaotang as his rebel base.65 In the 19th year of Duke Xiang 襄公 (554 BCE), the 

Zuozhuan narrates the military confrontation between Duke Zhuang and Susha Wei thus: 

 

Qing Feng of Qi laid siege to Gaotang, but could not defeat it. In winter, the eleventh 

month, the Marquis of Qi [Duke Zhuang] laid siege to it. Seeing [Susha] Wei on top of 

the city wall, he called out to him, so [Susha Wei] descended. [Duke Zhuang] asked 

[Susha/another defender of Gaotang] whether the city’s defenses were well prepared 

there. He [Susha Wei/another defender of Gaotang] reported that they were unprepared. 

Duke Zhuang held up clasped hands [a gesture of courtesy], then Susha Wei/Qi troops 

mounted the wall. When Susha Wei heard that the Qi troops were about to attack along 

the wall,66 he fed the people of Gaotang. Zhi Chuo, Gonglü Hui [Qi ministers] hung 

down ropes at night to bring in the soldiers.67 They made mince meat out of [Susha] Wei 

in the army.68 

 

The extant commentaries on this passage up to Du Yu’s time diverge on the following three 

points (see Appendix A): 

 a) Why did Duke Zhuang call out to Susha Wei? 

b) Who was asked to report on the city’s state of preparedness? 

c) Who “mounted the wall”? 

Based entirely on Jia Kui’s commentary, 70 Du Yu’s also seeks to explain Duke Zhuang’s oddly 

courteous behavior toward Susha Wei, the target of the duke’s revenge: 

 



Jia Kui/Du Yu: [Susha] Wei descended to speak with the Marquis of Qi. The Marquis of 

Qi thought the report of [Susha] Wei was made in sincerity, so he held up clasped hands, 

treating him according to ritual, for he wished to keep him alive. But [Susha] Wei 

intended to fight to the death, therefore he did not accept the courtesy of the Marquis of 

Qi and went back up the city wall. 

賈逵/杜預:衞下與齊侯語。齊侯以衞告誠,揖而禮之,欲生之也。衞志於戰死,故不 

順齊侯之揖而還登城。71 

 

Here, Jia Kui/Du Yu furnishes a rationale as to why Duke Zhuang would beckon to Susha Wei, 

inquire about his preparedness for the duke’s own attack, then treat him in a ritually correct 

manner. Du Yu entirely accepts Jia Kui’s explanation that the duke believed Susha to have 

delivered his report frankly (with “sincerity”), rewarding his candor by sparing his life (“he 

wished to keep him alive”). In Du’s scenario, Susha Wei declined the duke’s good graces, 

retreating back into his city in staunch opposition to his avenging enemy (“Wei had intended to 

fight to the death, therefore he did not accept the courtesy of the Marquis of Qi and went back up 

the city wall”). In Jia Kui’s/Du Yu’s interpretation, both Duke Zhuang and Susha maintained 

their sense of propriety during warfare, with the rebel remaining faithful as a liegeman to his 

dead former lord. 72 This particular vignette of the duke conflicts with the Zuozhuan’s largely 

unfavorable portrait of a cruel Duke Zhuang,73 who murdered and exposed the corpse of his 

father’s consort (an act the Zuozhuan narrator condemns) and gave his soldiers license to mince 

up Susha Wei.74 As for Susha Wei, the Zuozhuan portrays him in several other places as a 

trusted military advisor for Duke Ling,75 therefore the depiction of Susha’s resolve to rebuff 

Duke Zhuang against all odds coincides with this image of the eunuch expressing undying 

loyalty to his former ruler. 

 However, Eastern Han commentators fail to form a consensus about Jia Kui’s/Du Yu’s 

assessment of the two characters—a merciful Duke Zhuang of Qi and a loyal Susha Wei. Peng 

Wang (zi Zhongbo 仲博) takes a dimmer view of both characters, seeing them as equally 

treacherous personalities, as his commentary demonstrates: 

 

Fu Qian cites Peng Zhongbo, who says: The Marquis of Qi wanted to slay [Susha] Wei, 

so when he called out to him, and [Susha Wei] descended to speak with him, the duke 

indeed could have captured him. There would have been no point in holding up clasped 

hands and commanding him to mount the city wall. [Peng] Zhongbo thinks that when the 

Marquis of Qi called out to [Susha] Wei, he came down with shame. As for “asked him 

whether the city’s defenses were well prepared there,” it was a question for the person 

defending Gaotang for [Susha] Wei. Because [Susha] Wei was unkind and untrustworthy, 

the person now defending the city “reported that they were unprepared.” The Marquis of 

Qi thought well of his words, so he held up clasped hands, then commanded his soldiers 

to mount the city wall. Fu Qian says this interpretation is near perfect. 

服虔引彭仲博云: 齊欲誅衞,呼而下與之言,固可取之,無為揖之復令登城。仲博以為 

齊侯號衞,衞慙而下。云「問守備焉」,問衞之守高唐者。衞無恩信,故今守者「以 

無備告。」齊侯善其言,故揖之乃命士卒登城。服虔謂此說近之。76 

 

Peng Wang sees the motive behind Duke Zhuang’s calling to Susha Wei as the same one behind 

the duke’s military campaign in the first place: to eliminate the eunuch, his object of revenge 



(“The Marquis of Qi wanted to slay [Susha] Wei”). Hence Peng Wang finds it unlikely that Duke 

Zhuang would have decorously allowed his target to return unharmed (“There would have been 

no point in holding up clasped hands and commanding him to mount the city wall”). Secondly, 

Peng Wang introduces another figure into the narrative when he identifies the implied third-

person subject of yi wubei gao 以無備告 as an anonymous guard (“the person defending 

Gaotang for [Susha] Wei”). Locating Peng’s basis for inserting this new subject is difficult, 

because nothing before or after this passage in the Zuozhuan implicates anyone in the exchange 

besides Duke Zhuang and Susha Wei. Peng also speculates that Susha Wei’s suspect character 

(he “was unkind and untrustworthy”) prompted one of his subordinates to work at cross purposes 

with him by betraying the true state of their military strength to the enemy (“reported that they 

were unprepared”). Nowhere else does the Zuozhuan pass judgment on Susha Wei’s moral 

character, positively or negatively. Peng, however, delivers a negative judgment about Susha 

Wei by interpolating his side relationship with the anonymous soldier/official into the scene at 

the city wall. Thirdly, Peng Wang differs markedly from Jia Kui/Du Yu in construing the 

implied subject of naideng 乃登 (mount the city wall) as the duke’s troops (shizu 士卒), instead 

of Susha Wei, who had just lowered himself from the wall. Fu Qian fails to find fault with 

Peng’s supply of these additional subjects—a treacherous city defender and the Qi troops 

mounting the wall—for according to the Zuozhuan zhengyi, Fu fully endorses Peng’s reading 

(“says this interpretation is near perfect”). In contrast to Jia Kui’s/Du Yu’s understanding of the 

scenario as a dance of formalities between a cultivated ruler and a resolute warrior, Peng Wang 

understands it as a scene of intrigue, betrayal, and immediate aggression. What Jia Kui/Du Yu 

sees as sincere appreciation, Peng Wang sees as a set of calculated ploys to capture or betray the 

undesired persons. Most likely having picked from among his predecessors’ readings, Du Yu 

subscribes to the reading that shines the best light on the characters’conduct. 

 As expected, the subcommentary in the Zuozhuan zhengyi underlines Du Yu’s 

interpretation as unassailable, arraying a series of points to demonstrate his rationality. Support 

for Jia Kui/Du Yu also means refutation of Peng Wang, as when the Zhengyi challenges his 

interpolation of another speaker, questions his imputation of the duke’s motives, and debunks his 

assumption about the military assault occurring immediately after the dialogue: 

 

According to the sequence in the Zuozhuan, [Susha] Wei was on top of the city wall. 

“Called out to him, so he descended”—that was [Susha] Wei descending. “Asked him 

whether the city’s defenses were well prepared there”—that was a question for [Susha] 

Wei. Had the Marquis of Qi been asking other people, the text should have read “[Duke 

Zhuang] asked the one defending the city,” instead of “asked him whether the city’s 

defenses were well prepared.” Had the Marquis of Qi raised his clasped hands and 

commanded his soldiers to mount the city wall, and had the soldiers already done so at 

this moment, why would the text later say “Zhi Chuo, Gonglü Hui hung down ropes at 

night to bring in the soldiers”? If [Susha] Wei had descended the city wall, yet the 

Marquis of Qi did not immediately seize him, it might have been because there was 

something separating and blocking them from each other, therefore he could not be 

captured. Toward the end of Han, the dialogue between Cao Cao and Ma Chao, as well as 

the one between Xu Huang and Guan Yu were both exchanges between enemies, yet they 

could not capture each other. So why would anyone consider ancient people [acting this 

way] strange? 

傳之次第,衞在城上,「號之,乃下」,是衞下也。「問守備焉」,問衞也。若其別 



問餘人,當云「問其守者」,不得云「問守備」也。若齊侯揖之而命士卒登城,則士 

於此時已登矣,何故下文方曰「殖綽、工僂會夜縋納師也」?衞巳下城,齊侯不即執 

取者,或有所隔礙,不得取之。漢末曹操與馬超對語,徐晃與關羽對語,皆讐敵交言 

而不能相取,亦何怪古之人乎?77 

 

In Peng Wang’s understanding, Duke Zhuang directed the question “whether the city’s defenses 

were well prepared there” 問守備焉 at another soldier/officer of Gaotang, rather than to Susha 

Wei himself. The Zhengyi, however, disagrees, contending that if that had been the case, then the 

text of the Zuozhuan would have indicated the presence of a third party with language such as 

“asked the one defending the city” 問其守者. Peng Wang’s reading of wen shoubei yan 問守備

焉 is faulty, argues the subcommentary, for the line fails to contain the nominalizer zhe 者 to 

indicate the active agent. Next, questioning Peng’s assumption that the duke could have 

immediately seized Susha Wei once he lowered himself from the wall, the Zhengyi offers 

counterexamples from history: rivals within earshot could still escape each other’s pursuit 

(“Toward the end of Han, the dialogue between Cao Cao and Ma Chao, as well as the one 

between Xu Huang and Guan Yu were both exchanges between enemies, yet they could not 

capture each other”). The Zhengyi compilers further point out a logical lapse in Peng Wang’s 

insertion of the duke’s troops as the subject of naideng 乃登 (“then mounted the wall”), when as 

the Zuozhuan narrates, the soldiers were able to scale the fortification only later, through the 

clandestine help of collaborators inside the wall roping them in. 

 As shown above, the Zhengyi writers take Peng Wang to task on a number of points, 

persuasively identifying his grammatically problematic readings, faulty assumptions, and 

breaches of logic, all in order to defeat his denigration of Duke Zhuang’s and Susha Wei’s 

character and to restore Jia Kui’s/Du Yu’s generous appraisal of these personages as honorable 

figures. Open to question is whether Du Yu himself also perceives these points of weakness in 

Peng Wang’s/Fu Qian’s commentary, leading him to reject these predecessors’ reading and 

adopt Jia Kui’s instead. Whichever the case may be, the Zhengyi proposes its own convincing 

interpretations to reinforce Du Yu’s reading as the more acceptable one compared to the other 

competing reading. The scenario resulting from Du’s reading dulls the acute hostilities between 

the vengeful ruler and agitated insurgent, now envisioned as figures of ritual forbearance and 

loyalty for the moment. The next case study navigates through more complex disagreements 

among the commentators, and traces a similar trajectory of Zhengyi editors repudiating Eastern 

Han comments in order to validate Du Yu’s choices in reading and interpretation. 

 

Divergent Judgments on a General and His Charioteer 

 

 The following Zuozhuan passage, from the second year of Duke Xuan 宣公 (607 BCE), 

elicits responses attributed to as many as four early medieval commentators— Jia Kui, Zheng 

Zhong, an anonymous commentator (all cited by Fu Qian), and Du Yu. The episode centers on a 

battle spelling the defeat of Song at the hands of Zheng. While the Annals notes Zheng’s victory 

over the Song army,78 the Zuozhuan gives a more extensive back-story accounting for Song’s 

defeat. According to the Zuozhuan, the defeat resulted from personal animosities flaring up the 

night before the battle between the Song general, Hua Yuan 華元, and his chariot driver, Yang 

Zhen 羊斟: 

 



As battle [between Zheng and Song] was impending, Hua Yuan [of Song] slaughtered 

sheep to feed his soldiers, but did not give any to Yang Zhen,79 his chariot driver. When 

the battle came on, Yang Zhen said, “In regard to the mutton of yesterday, you were the 

master; as for today’s affairs, I am the master.” Yang Zhen drove with him into the Zheng 

forces, therefore Song was defeated. The Gentleman said Yang Zhen “cannot be 

considered a human being. For his private resentment, he brought defeat on his state and 

destruction on its people. In this case, is there a greater crime than this? What the Odes 

call ‘people without conscience,’ that could well apply to Yang Zhen! He occasioned the 

death of the people to give vent to his private resentment.”80 The Song people ransomed 

Hua Yuan from Zheng with a hundred chariots of war and four hundred patterned horses. 

When half the ransom had been sent, Hua Yuan escaped back to Song. Standing outside 

the gate, he announced himself before entering. When he saw Shu Zang, Shu Zang/Hua 

Yuan [Person A] said:81 “It was your horses that did so.” He [Person B] replied, saying: 

“It was not the horses, but the person/myself/people./.” Now that the reply/ransom was 

matched, he/I came in flight./.”82 

將戰,華元殺羊食士,其御羊斟不與。及戰,曰:「疇昔之羊,子為政;今日之事, 

我為政。」與入鄭師,故敗。君子謂羊斟「非人也,以其私憾,敗國殄民,於是刑孰 

大焉?詩所謂『人之無良』者,其羊斟之謂乎!殘民以逞。」宋人以兵車百乘、文馬 

百駟以贖華元于鄭。半入,華元逃歸。立于門外,告而入。見叔牂,曰:「子之馬然 

也。」83 對曰:「非馬也,其人也。/。」84 既合而來奔。/。」85 

 

I have chosen this incident because the comments on this passage stand out as the most diverse 

and controversial comments preserved from the Han to Wei period, as compared with those on 

other passages from the Zuozhuan. Combing through nearly all available fragments of 

commentaries on the Zuozhuan from this period,86 I fail to find any other passage attracting 

commentaries with views running as wide a gamut as those found here. Due to the massive loss 

of commentaries, 87 as well as the selectivity of the Zuozhuan zhengyi editorial team, the norm is 

to find comments representing no more than one or two different interpretations for every 

fragment preserved, therefore the comments examined below are extraordinary in the extent of 

their divergences. 

 This rare multiplicity of views, given the small proportion of Han-Wei commentaries 

cited in the Zuozhuan zhengyi, raises the following questions: why have the Zhengyi editors 

chosen to cite as many as three other commentators, each with distinct interpretations, when 

normally, citing Du Yu’s interpretation, or at most one or two different ones, would have been 

sufficient for establishing Du’s ‘superior’ understanding? Have the Zhengyi compilers tacitly 

found something compelling, valid, or instructive, thus worthy of preservation, in the Eastern 

Han interpretations, even though the Tang scholars’ overall position explicitly favors Du Yu’s? 

While the variety of commentaries treated below is unique, it cannot enjoy comparison with a 

control group, because the Zuozhuan zhengyi fails to preserve a comparable spectrum of 

opinions elsewhere that are as vexing and irreconcilable. But the observation remains that even 

the Tang authorities preserved the early debates in their multivocality, against their better 

interests to settle on a definitive reading or two and discard the rest. 

 Despite the commentators’ divergent interpretations of the Zuozhuan passage cited 

above, it bears mention that the four commentators, at the minimum, do agree on these key items 

as follows: 

 



 a) Hua Yuan denied food to Yang Zhen. 

b) Yang took his anger out on Hua Yuan by deliberately charging the Song horses 

into the arms of the Zheng army. 

c) Horses were used as ransom to obtain Hua Yuan’s release from Zheng. 

d) Hua Yuan successfully escaped back to Song. 

The four commentators disagree on many more details concerning the passage above, 

such as (see Appendix B): 

a) The identity of Shu Zang. Was he a gatekeeper? Or was he the same 

person as Yang Zhen? 

b) The identity of Person A, who initiated the dialogue beginning with 

the remark “It was your horses that did so.” Was he a Song gatekeeper, or an 

anonymous citizen of Song called Shu Zang, or Hua Yuan? 

c) The referent of “your horses.” Were they the horses that Yang Zhen charged 

into battle or those used to ransom Hua Yuan? 

d) The identity of Person B, who replied, “It was not the horses . . . .” 

Was he Hua Yuan or Shu Zang/Yang Zhen? 

e) The referent of qiren ye 其人也. Was he “the person,” “myself,” or 

“people”? 

f) The referent of “matched” (he 合) in the last line jihe er laiben 既合而來奔. 

Was it the “reply” given by Person B or the “ransom” exchanged for the 

release of Hua Yuan? 

g) The meaning of “came in flight” (laiben 來奔), the last two characters of the 

passage. Do they mean “I came in flight to Song,” as spoken by Hua Yuan? 

Or “Yang Zhen came in flight to Lu,” as written by a third-person narrator 

from the perspective of a scribe at Lu?88 

h) Where the quotation of Person B ends. Is the line jihe er laiben 既合而來 

奔 still part of the quoted speech of Person B? Or has the text reverted back to 

third-person narration already? 

 

At the heart of these questions is the controversy surrounding the moral and 

social character of Hua Yuan, while the figure of Yang Zhen poses less controversy 

since the Gentleman in the narrative already pronounces him a person devoid of 

humanity (feiren ye 非人也). The earliest Eastern Han commentator presented here, Jia 

Kui, reads the post-battle dialogue as a criticism of the general Hua Yuan. Identifying 

Shu Zang as another figure, Jia introduces a third voice referring to Song’s defeat 

under Hua’s command: 

 

 Shu Zang was a high officer guarding the gate of [a city of] Song.89 Once Hua Yuan 

saw Shu Zang, [Shu] Zang said to Hua Yuan: “You were captured by Zheng because 

of your horses.” Hua Yuan replied, saying: “It was not that the horses by themselves 

galloped [into the Zheng forces], but the person [driving them] who made them do 

so.” He meant that Yang Zhen drove the horses into Zheng. “Ben” means to run. 

Hua Yuan meant that, now that the business of the Song people’s ransom for me had 

been resolved [literally “matched”], I immediately came in flight [to Song]. 

叔牂,宋守門大夫。華元既見叔牂,牂謂華元曰:「子見獲于鄭者,是由子之馬使然 



也。」 華元對曰:「非馬自奔也,其人為之也。」 謂羊斟驅入鄭也。奔、走也。謂

宋人贖我之事既和合,而我即來奔耳。90 

 

Seeing Shu Zang and Yang Zhen as two different people, Jia Kui identifies Shu Zang as “a high 

officer guarding the gate of [a city of] Song,” whom Hua Yuan encountered as he approached his 

home state. In Jia’s re-created scene, the guard forthwith referred to Hua Yuan’s captivity as the 

result of his failure to keep his “horses”—a metonym for troops—in line: “You were captured by 

Zheng because of your horses.” This reading underlines Hua Yuan’s incompetence as he 

humiliated his home state by both losing the battle and bringing about his own capture. 

According to Jia Kui’s reading of the next line, Hua Yuan countered this blunt criticism by 

deflecting his responsibility to Yang Zhen, as this “person” delivered Hua Yuan straight into the 

arms of his captors. Here, Jia Kui identifies Person B as Hua Yuan, who retorted, the problem 

was not with “the horses,” but with Yang Zhen “the person.” In Jia’s interpretation here, Hua 

Yuans’ reply then resembles more an emotional retaliation than a rational defense of his failure, 

for after all, even if the blame should fall mostly on Yang Zhen, the general should still be 

responsible for his subordinate’s actions. Jia Kui’s reading makes Hua Yuan out to be a figure 

who rebuffed others’ mockery of him, mirroring the Hua Yuan who, in the episode to follow 

immediately in the Zuozhuan, also irrepressibly entered into a verbal match with critics 

ridiculing him. The text narrating this subsequent episode runs thus: 

 

When Song was repairing the wall of its capital, Hua Yuan was the superintendent of the 

work. As he was going on a round of inspection, the builders sang, 

 “With goggle eyes and belly vast, 

The armor-coats abandoned, he’s back at last. 

The whiskers long, the whiskers long, 

The armor-coats abandoned, he’s back at last.” 

Hua Yuan made his carriage rider say to them: “Bulls still have skins. Rhinoceroses and 

wild bulls still are many. What is so great about abandoning the armor-coats?” The work 

man said, “There may be skins, but what about the red varnish for them?” Hua Yuan said, 

“Let’s go away! Those men have many mouths, while ours are few.”91 

宋城,華元為植,巡功,城者謳曰:「睅其目,皤其腹,棄甲而復。于思于思,棄甲 

復來。」使其驂乘謂之曰:「牛則有皮,犀兕尚多,棄甲則那?」役人曰:「從有其 

皮,丹漆若何?」華元曰:「去之!夫其口眾我寡。」92 

 

Considering the two episodes together—both featuring the general’s reaction to criticism—the 

reader receives the impression of Hua Yuan as a chided person expressing his vexations at his 

critics with sharpness but without acrimony. 93 Particularly in this passage, Hua reveals self-

awareness of his inadequacy, outnumbered and outwitted by the men he had authority over 

(“Those men have many mouths, while ours are few”),94 yet unwilling to back down without a 

retort. This characterization of the proud and sensitive general conforms with the image of the 

reactive Hua Yuan responding to the gatekeeper’s reproach constructed earlier in Jia Kui’s 

commentary. As for the final line—jihe er laiben 既合而來奔—in the earlier episode, Jia places 

the phrase within Hua Yuan’s quoted speech explaining how he came to appear at the border: 

“Hua Yuan meant that, having resolved the business of my ransom, I immediately came in flight 

[to Song].” This reading presents a non-sequitur to the forgoing spirited exchange between the 

gatekeeper and Hua Yuan, for Hua’s utterance merely provides narrative closure to the episode, 



instead of further exhibiting his impulsive response to grating criticism. In short, Jia Kui’s 

construal of the ambiguous dialogue creates the perception of a Hua Yuan who vocally reacts 

when his pride is stung, even while knowing that he is in no position to counter the charge 

against him. 

 The second commentator examined here, Zheng Zhong, departs from Jia Kui primarily in 

bringing Yang Zhen back into the narrative as a speaker in the post-battle dialogue and in 

treating it as a sequel to Hua Yuan’s and his charioteer’s personal feud: 

 

Shu Zang is none other than Yang Zhen.95 Shu Zang was able to return before Hua Yuan. 

When Hua Yuan saw Shu Zang, [Shu] Zang immediately insulted him, saying: “We 

raced into the Zheng forces because your horses did so, not I.”96 Hua Yuan replied, 

saying: “It was not the horses, but [you] the person.”97 Hua Yuan meant that it was you 

who drove them. After Shu Zang exchanged [“matched”] words with Hua Yuan,98 he 

immediately came in flight to Lu. 

叔牂即羊斟也,在先得歸。華元見叔牂,牂即誣之曰:「奔入鄭軍者,子之馬然也, 

非我也。」華元對曰:「非馬也,其人也。」言是女(汝)驅之耳。叔牂既與華元合 

語而即來奔魯。99 

 

Zheng Zhong identifies the first speaker to be Yang Zhen, instead of a Song gatekeeper, as Jia 

Kui has proposed earlier. In Zheng’s reading, the charioteer met his commander after the battle, 

provoking him with the charge “ ‘your horses did so, not I,’ ” in a display of continued insolence 

toward Hua (“insulted him”). This reading highlights Yang’s petulance, as he pushed the blame 

on to the horses, claiming no responsibility for the disastrous defeat. According to Zheng’s 

reading, Hua Yuan angrily retorted, actually it was “ ‘[you] the person’ ” 其人也 who caused the 

defeat (“Hua Yuan meant that it was you who drove them”). As for the final line in the Zuozhuan 

passage—jihe er laiben 既合而來奔—Zheng Zhong takes “he” to mean “exchanged words” (heyu 

合語) and “laiben” to mean “came in flight to Lu.” These glosses pose significant differences 

from the earlier reading of Jia Kui, as Zheng Zhong reads the line as belonging to the voice of a 

third-person narrator, rather than to the direct quotation of Hua Yuan. 

 Reading the dialogue as one exchanged between the cheeky charioteer and his snubbed 

general, Zheng Zhong depicts a subordinate who still had the gall to throw blame in his 

superior’s face, even after intentionally bringing about Song’s defeat. This line of interpretation 

points to a charioteer still seething with resentment at his commander for refusing him meat prior 

to the battle. Furthermore, Zheng Zhong’s placement of the final line in a third-person voice 

indicates Yang Zhen’s flight to Lu after his last outburst at Hua Yuan, suggesting that Yang 

realized his defiance and lack of self-control might land him in trouble. In this scenario, Yang 

Zhen essentially waited for the moment he could have his last word before fleeing for cover. 

Zheng Zhong’s reconstruction of this scenario doubly underscores the spitefulness of an 

unrepentant Yang. Dovetailing with the Gentleman’s judgment of Yang as someone “without 

conscience,” Zheng’s reading strengthens the portrait of Yang Zhen as a willful subordinate who 

held a lasting grudge against his superior. 

 Advanced by an anonymous commentator, 100 the third reading is the most strikingly 

different from all the rest. In his reading, Yang Zhen drops out completely from view, with his 

role in the battle’s defeat no longer attracting attention. Instead, this commentator reads the 

dialogue as revolving entirely around the ransom of Hua Yuan, the only target of scrutiny this 

time: 



 Shu Zang is a person from Song. He saw that Song used horses to ransom Hua Yuan. 

Referring to the fact that [Hua] Yuan returned on account of the ransom, Shu Zang said 

to [Hua] Yuan: “You were able to return presumably because of the ransom in horses.” 

Hua Yuan said, “It was not the horses, but [my] people.” He meant here that I returned, 

not owing to the horse ransom, but to human affairs [i.e. diplomacy], and with the 

business of the ransom resolved [literally “matched”], I immediately came in flight [to 

Song]. 

叔牂宋人,見宋以馬贖華元,謂元以贖得歸,謂元曰:「子之得來,當以馬贖故然。」 

華元曰:「非馬也,其人也。」言己不由馬贖,自以人事來耳,贖事既合,而我即來 

奔。101 

 

Unlike Jia Kui and Zheng Zhong, this unknown commentator identifies the first speaker, who 

said “It was your horses that did so,” as simply a citizen of Song named Shu Zang (“a person 

from Song”). In this scenario, the “horses” refer not to Yang Zhen’s charge, but to the legion of 

horses (“four hundred patterned horses”) Song gifted Zheng to secure the release of Hua Yuan 

from hostage. In this instance, a Song citizen criticizes Hua Yuan for incurring a great expense, 

as he drained away a large number of horses, adding to those lost in battle. Next, the 

commentator attributes the line “It was not the horses, but [my] people” to a Hua Yuan who 

rejects the imputation that his ineptitude cost the state enormously. According to this anonymous 

scholar, Hua Yuan snapped back, saying, the diplomatic skills of “[my] people” brought him 

home, not bribery using horses (“He meant here that I returned, not owing to the horse ransom, 

but to human affairs [i.e. diplomacy]”). But in this scenario, unclear are the implications the 

anonymous commentator may have drawn from Hua Yuan’s retort. In his view, was Hua Yuan 

commending the state of Zheng for responding to human persuasion rather than the lure of the 

full ransom amount? Or was Hua giving credit to his fellow Song compatriots for accomplishing 

a diplomatic mission? Or did he, irked by the Song citizen’s critique, utter something to distract 

his interlocutor from the topic of the financial toll he exacted? Whatever the case may be, the 

anonymous commentator’s reading highlights, on the one hand, the importance of Hua Yuan to 

his home state, and on the other hand, his people’s discontent with his failure to meet their 

expectations. As with Jia Kui above, the anonymous commentator also reads the final line as 

belonging to Hua Yuan’s explanation for his return. Taken together, in the anonymous 

commentator’s reading, while the Hua Yuan-Yang Zhen hostility did not carry over to post-battle 

events, the critique deepens over Hua Yuan, not Yang Zhen, as a liability to his state. 

 As mentioned earlier, the above three interpretations were citations by Fu Qian (in turn as 

cited by the Zuozhuan zhengyi). Absent of extant commentary attributed to Fu, both on the 

Zuozhuan passage itself and on the Han interpretations, it is difficult to ascertain whether Fu 

Qian himself endorses the interpretations he cites.102 As the Zuozhuan zhengyi points out, as 

opposed to Du Yu, all three Han commentators agree that Shu Zang provoked Hua Yuan with “It 

was your horses that did so.” 103 Supposing the Zuozhuan zhengyi had not truncated any of Fu 

Qian’s commentary, then the absence of Fu’s response to his predecessors might suggest his 

neutrality or, at most, tacit agreement with them on this point. 

 Du Yu’s interpretation, the last one examined here, also brings the figure of Yang Zhen 

back into the picture as Zheng Zhong’s does, but casts a different light on the relationship 

between Hua Yuan and his subordinate. In contrast to the forgoing commentators, Du Yu reads 

the dialogue as a moment of reconciliation between the feuding pair: 

 



Hua Yuan announced himself at the Song gate, then and only then did he enter, speaking 

with care. Shu Zang is Yang Zhen. Since he was humble and low in status, he was able to 

return first [i.e. ahead of Hua Yuan]. When Hua Yuan saw him, Hua comforted him.104 

Shu Zang knew that what he said earlier [“In regard to the mutton of yesterday, you were 

the master; as for today’s affairs, I am the master”] was manifest enough, therefore he 

dared not deny his crime. 105 Having finished his words, Shu Zang subsequently fled to 

Lu. “He” means to reply. 

告宋城門而後入,言不苟。叔牂、羊斟也。卑賤得先歸,華元見而慰之。叔牂知前言 

以(已)顯,故不敢讓罪。叔牂言畢,遂奔魯,「合」猶荅也。106 

 

Adopting Zheng Zhong’s comment, Du Yu also merges Shu Zang and Yang Zhen into the same 

person, but unlike all his predecessors, Du thinks Hua Yuan initiated the dialogue when he said 

“It was your horses that did so.” Moreover, as opposed to Zheng Zhong’s reading of this line as 

the charioteer’s further provocation at his superior, Du Yu reads it as Hua Yuan’s consolation of 

his subordinate. In Du Yu’s reading, Hua sought to reconcile with Yang (“When Hua Yuan saw 

him, Hua comforted him”), delicately shifting the blame from Yang Zhen to the horses. In other 

words, Du sees Hua Yuan as a merciful leader ready to forgive his subordinate’s faults and 

relieve him of guilt over the army’s defeat. In turn, according to Du’s interpretation, Yang Zhen 

admitted to his wrongdoing (he “dared not deny his crime”). Du’s reading turns Yang Zhen into 

a contrite person shamed into accepting responsibility for gravely embarrassing his state. Du’s 

interpretation of the last line jihe er laiben 既合而來奔 follows Zheng Zhong’s, for Du Yu also 

construes the line as stating Yang Zhen’s flight from possible prosecution (“Having finished his 

words, Shu Zang [a.k.a. Yang Zhen] subsequently fled to Lu”). In brief, Du Yu follows in the 

footsteps of Zheng Zhong (and not the other two commentators) in two respects: first, identifying 

Yang Zhen as Shu Zang, the two commentators extend Yang’s and Hua’s interaction into the 

post-battle episode, and secondly, both scholars consider Yang Zhen a self-aware fugitive. 

However, the similarities end there, for in Du Yu’s reading, the relationship between Hua and 

Yang healed, whereas in Zheng Zhong’s understanding, their relations remained fraught. 

 Contradicting Zheng Zhong’s understanding of the superior-subordinate relationship, Du 

Yu’s ‘generous’ reading is also mostly dissonant with Zuozhuan’s characterization of Hua Yuan 

and Yang Zhen as problematic people, as least as they appear in the second year of Duke 

Xuan.107 If Hua Yuan engaged in brisk repartees with his ridiculers while the Gentleman 

excoriated Yang Zhen for his inhumane behavior, then it is intriguing that Du Yu would radically 

re-characterize the two figures as mutually forgiving, instead of defiant and proud. 

 Du Yu’s re-vision of the narrative episode salvages the damaged historical reputations of 

Hua Yuan and Yang Zhen. Rehabilitating the impaired image of Hua Yuan as a leader, Du 

presents him as reaching out to Yang Zhen in a conciliatory gesture, while Yang for his part 

submitted to Hua’s beneficent influence, restoring good relations with his superior before 

absconding himself. In Du’s vision, the leader’s ability to forgive instead of meting out harsh 

punishment, coupled with the subordinate’s capacity to admit to wrongdoing, prevents their 

relationship from being further strained. Thus whereas previous commentators read the dialogue 

as an extended critique of Hua Yuan and/or Yuan Zhen, Du Yu reconstructs the episode into a 

moment of salvation for both characters. Du Yu’s interpretation subdues the inflamed passions in 

the Hua Yuan-Yang Zhen conflict, watering down their feisty exchange. Most post-Tang 

scholars reading these earliest commentaries on this Zuozhuan episode subscribe to this 

particular reading of Du Yu.108 



 The Zuozhuan zhengyi subcommentary fleshes out Du Yu’s position on the Hua Yuan-

Yang Zhen episode, justifying Du’s choices the same way it has justified his reading of the Duke 

Zhuang-Susha Wei episode discussed earlier. First the Zhengyi editors expand upon Du Yu’s 

comments, filling the gaps in Du’s expression of his intended meaning: 

 

Shu Zang was humble and lower in status, therefore he was able to return first. When 

Hua Yuan saw him, Hua comforted him,109 saying, “It was your horses who by 

themselves went racing into the Zheng forces. It was not your crime.” 110 Shu Zang knew 

what he had said earlier [“In regard to the mutton of yesterday, you were the master; as 

for today’s affairs, I am the master”] was manifest enough, therefore he dared not conceal 

[his guilt], so he replied to [Hua] Yuan, saying, “It was not horses, but the person [i.e. I 

myself].” He was saying that he himself did so. Once Shu Zang replied to Hua Yuan, he 

at once came in flight to Lu. 

叔牂卑賤,故得先歸,華元見而安慰之曰:「往奔入鄭軍者,子之馬自然,非子之 

罪。」叔牂自知前言已顯,不敢隱諱,乃對元曰:「非馬也,其人也。」言是已為之。 

叔牂既荅華元而即來奔魯耳。111 

 

Whereas Du Yu’s commentary only says, “When Hua Yuan saw him, Hua comforted him,” the 

subcommentary says the lines feima ye, qiren ye 非馬也,其人也 in the Zuozhuan capture Du’s 

certainty that Hua exculpated Yang from blame: “It was not your crime.” The Zhengyi editors 

also support Du Yu’s construal of qiren ye 其人也 as Yang Zhen’s reciprocation of his general’s 

amnesty for him, through admission of his responsibility: “He was saying that he himself did 

so.” The subcommentary’s elaboration of Du Yu’s briefer comments demonstrates the Tang 

editors’ agreement with his portrayal of Hua as a magnanimous general inducing contrition in his 

subordinate, while implicitly rejecting the Han commentators’ portrayal of a failed leader. 

 Further down in the subcommentary, the Tang scholars then supply compelling reasons, 

on linguistic grounds, for accepting Du Yu’s interpretation as the correct one. In this instance, 

the Zhengyi editors focus on the proper understanding of specific terms used in the Zuozhuan: 

 

The three interpretations recorded by Fu Qian all take “It was your horses that did so” to 

be Shu Zang’s speech, and the line below “replied, saying” to be the words of Hua Yuan. 

. . . Du thinks because the text of the Zuozhuan says “saw Shu Zang,” followed 

immediately by “said,” then what follows “said” ought to be Hua Yuan’s speech and 

cannot be Shu Zang’s words. Moreover, to consider Hua Yuan as having a verbal 

exchange with a person of lower rank yet stating that he “replied, saying [to a superior],” 

and to describe his return to his home state with the words “came in flight”—all of this 

fails to comply with [the use of] language [elsewhere, i.e. such terms as duiyue and 

laiben]. . . . Du Yu adopts Zheng Zhong’s interpretation that “came in flight” meant 

fleeing to Lu. 

服虔載三說皆以「子之馬然」為叔牂之語,「對曰」以不(下)為華元之辭。. . . 杜以

傳文「見叔牂」而即言「曰」,則「曰」下皆當為華元之語,不得為叔牂之辭。且以

華元與賤人交語而稱「對曰」,謂歸國而「來奔」,皆於文不順。. . . 采鄭氏「來奔」

為奔魯耳。112 

 



As the subcommentary notes here, grammatically speaking, Hua Yuan should occupy the 

implicit third-person subject position of the line “saw Shu Zang and said” 見叔牂,曰, since Hua 

is also the subject of the immediately preceding lines—“Hua Yuan escaped back to Song. 

Standing outside the gate, he announced himself before entering” 華元逃歸。立于門外,告而入. 

In other words, according to the Zhengyi editors’ representation of Du’s reasoning, the first 

person who spoke, marked by “said” (yue 曰), must be the same person who previously 

completed the actions “escaped and returned” 逃歸, “stood” 立, “announced” 告, and “entered”

入. However, as one may note, the switching of implied subjects from line to line, or even verb 

to verb, occurs extremely frequently in the Zuozhuan, hence while the rule of consistent implied 

subjects might generally hold as the Zhengyi editors point out, exceptions also abound especially 

in a text so compressed in expression as the Zuozhuan.113 Next, as the subcommentary correctly 

points out, in early Chinese texts, the phrase duiyue 對曰 (replied, saying) usually designates a 

social inferior answering his superior, hence in the dialogue, Yang Zhen the charioteer should be 

the one responding to his interlocutor, Hua Yang the general. Interestingly, Han commentators 

on this passage either have lost sight of or disregarded this common sense of duiyue in what is 

regarded a pre-Qin text, for unlike Du Yu, they all take Hua Yuan to have spoken the lines 

following duiyue. 

 Thirdly, the Zhengyi editors take issue with Jia Kui’s and the anonymous commentator’s 

interpretation of the phrase laiben 來奔 (came in flight) as referring to Hua Yuan’s escape back 

to Song, his home state. Readers familiar with the scribal patterns of the Annals would invariably 

understand the phrase laiben as “came in flight to Lu” in the text. Written from the perspective of 

the scribe in the state of Lu, this phrase refers to nobles of foreign states who fled there for 

protection or asylum. But the usage of laiben in the Zuozhuan narrative may present some 

difficulty for the reader, since the question is whether or not the Zuozhuan compiler consciously 

followed the scribal norm in the Annals. This issue relates to the textual history of the Zuozhuan, 

which lies beyond the scope of this paper, as scholars today have yet to reach a consensus about 

which portions, if any, of this historical narrative was composed with the Annals in mind.114 Be 

that as it may, laiben as it appears in other places in the Zuozhuan text primarily occurs in third-

person narration to echo or corroborate the official record in the Annals; seldom if ever does this 

expression appear in the quoted speech of a historical figure describing his own actions, though 

Jia Kui and the anonymous commentator fully accept this scenario. On this score, Du Yu 

selectively follows one Han commentator’s (Zheng Zhong’s) reading of laiben as a scribal 

convention registering Yang Zhen’s flight to the home state of the scribe, Lu (thus the gloss: 

“‘came in flight’ meant fleeing to Lu”). The Tang editors support Du Yu’s choice in this matter, 

since, as they explain, Hua Yuan’s successful return to Song would contradict his flight to Lu; 

therefore Yang Zhen should be taken as the deserter. 

 In the cases examined above, the subcommentators have taken up the analysis of 

grammar and terminology in the Zuozhuan to buttress the validity of Du Yu’s interpretations. 

While we may never know if Du Yu followed the very thought processes the Zhengyi editors 

claim he had, the Zhengyi’s arguments effectively privilege Du’s reading on firm lexical 

grounds. By extension, these Tang scholar-officials dismiss the Eastern Han interpretations as 

untenable because they have failed to consider the specialized usages of language specific both 

to the Annals corpus and to ancient texts. As a result of these ‘failures,’ to summarize, each 

commentator places a different emphasis on the characters’ portraits: Jia Kui highlights Hua 

Yuan as a failed but defensive leader; Zheng Zhong throws into relief Yang Zhen’s impertinence 



toward his superior; and the anonymous commentator characterizes Hua Yuan the inept 

commander as a disappointing burden to his people. Only Du Yu presents the quarrelling 

military men as capable of restoring harmony. Dutifully, the editors of the Tang official 

compendium marshal language-based evidence to support Du Yu’s rehabilitation of the shattered 

image of the estranged army chief and his officer. 

 

Conclusion: The paradox of preservation  

 

 The sets of commentaries presented thus far represent the widest range of extant 

interpretations on any given Zuozhuan passage preserved from the Eastern Han period, as 

juxtaposed with Du Yu’s commentary and the Zuozhuan zhengyi’s subcommentaries. Still, the 

sample size of these commentaries is far too small for one to generalize about the critical 

positions distinctive to each commentator. Although we can now appreciate the differences 

among the commentators’ readings, matching them to a philosophical or ideological position 

espoused by each scholar presents another challenge. In fact, modern studies on Han to Tang 

commentarial traditions (albeit a rich and extensive field) largely restrict themselves to the study 

of commentarial methodologies and organizational structures,115 as some scholars have openly 

admitted to the difficulties of gaining any firm footholds when seeking to understand ‘thought 

contents’ of a more conceptual or doctrinal nature underlying the vast patchwork of glosses, 

citations, annotations, and textual critical notes in early medieval commentaries. 116 Thereupon, 

this article likewise makes no attempt to generalize about a world of thought pieced together 

from fragmented comments, nor does it proffer definitive conclusions about the intellectual, 

moral, or political reasons as to why Du Yu’s commentary ‘won the day’ while commentaries 

preceding him withered away, for this would require a massive, comprehensive study as well as 

extremely skillful extrapolations from the bare bones of commentaries. The broad point to be 

made, nevertheless, is that Du Yu’s commentary endured longer and survived more completely 

than any other competitor, partly because the early Tang official compilers of the Zuozhuan 

zhengyi argued energetically and laboriously on his behalf to ensure his commentary’s authority, 

a prime objective of the imperial project in producing definitive editions of the Classics and their 

commentaries. 

 Still, the fragments of commentaries from the pre-Du Yu period, though marginalized, 

offer valuable alternative spaces outside of the dichotomy of agreement or disagreement with Du 

Yu created by the Tang authorization of his commentary. Beginning with Qing-dynasty “Han 

learning” scholars, and perhaps continuing among modern academics interested in the Zuozhuan 

as well, the resuscitation of attention to the Zuozhuan commentators before Du Yu’s time should 

encourage reconsideration of the literary and ethical implications of their readings. As far as the 

Zuozhuan episodes above are concerned, had the Han commentaries on them not survived, many 

subtle aspects of the historical dramas, such as Hua Ou’s obsequiousness, the Qi duke’s 

desperation to capture the traitor (Susha Wei), the complexity of possible internal betrayals (by 

Susha’s guard), the slighted charioteer’s (Yang Zhen’s) embers of anger, and the Song citizens’ 

mockery of their failed general (Hua Yuan), would not have stood out as clearly to readers as 

they do now under the magnifying-glass of these Han commentators. Whereas Du Yu proposes 

reconciliation between the characters, these Han commentators acknowledge the 

acrimoniousness of the personal discord underlying their clipped dialogues, laying open the 

rancor staining the characters’ moral reputations. In contrast, early Tang editors endorse Du Yu’s 

scenarios of the repairing of ruptured relationships—between ruler and insurgent, leader and 



subordinate—as the soundest readings, ostensibly on philological grounds, but also for the 

circular reason that Du Yu’s commentary has already been selected as authoritative and hence 

must be defended. 

 Yet, while the Tang editors treat Du Yu’s readings as consistently superior, these same 

editors also adumbrate, perhaps unwittingly, the possible value of the ‘rejected’ Han-period 

readings, by virtue of their very preservation in the Zhengyi through citation. Perhaps too, for the 

biased but conscientious Tang editors, contentious divergences in interpretation, not to mention 

the stubborn ambiguities in the Zuozhuan passage making final determinations impossible, 

justified the preservation of the earlier comments as grounds on which future scholars might 

stake their own interpretive claims. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A: Commentators on the Duke Zhuang of Ai vs. Susha Wei Conflict (Zuozhuan, 

Duke Xiang, 19th year) 

 

  
a) Says Susha Wei descended the wall 

to speak with Duke Zhuang. 

a) Says Duke Zhuang called out to 

Susha Wei to capture and slay him, 

and Susha came down with shame. 

 

b) Says Susha Wei made the report 

about the city’s unpreparedness in 

sincerity, so the duke let Susha go. 

b) Says a city defender made the report 

about the city’s unpreparedness to 

betray Susha Wei. 

 

c) Says Susha Wei still wanted to resist 

the duke, so Susha climbed over the 

wall to return inside the city. 

 

c) Says the duke commanded his 

soldiers to attack by mounting the 

wall immediately. 

 

Appendix B: Commentators on the Hua Yuan vs. Yang Zhen Conflict (Zuozhuan, 

Duke Xuan, 2nd year) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
  

a) Identifies Shu 

Zang as a Song 

official. 

a) Identifies Shu 

Zang to be Yang 

Zhen. 

a) Identifies Shu 

Zang as a person 

from Song. 

a) Identifies Shu 

Zang to be Yang 

Zhen. 

b) Says the 

gatekeeper 

initiated the 

dialogue, saying 

to Hua Yuan, “ ‘It 

was your horses 

that did so.’ ” 

b) Says Yang Zhen 

initiated the 

dialogue, saying to 

Hua Yuan, “ ‘It 

was your horses 

that did so.’ ” 

b) Says a person 

from Song 

initiated the 

dialogue, saying to 

Hua Yuan, “ ‘It 

was the horses that 

did so.’ ” 

b) Says Hua Yuan 

initiated the 

dialogue, saying to 

Yang Zhen, “ ‘It 

was your horses 

that did so.’ ” 

c) Takes Shu 

Zang to mean, 

“ ‘You were 

captured by 

Zheng because of 

your horses.’ ” 

c) Takes Yang 

Zhen to mean, in 

self-defense, “ ‘We 

raced into the 

Zheng forces 

because your 

horses did so, not 

I.’ ” 

c) Takes the Song 

person to mean, 

“ ‘You were able to 

return because of 

the ransom in 

horses.’ ” 

c) Takes Hua Yuan 

to mean, “ ‘It was 

not your fault that 

we were defeated, 

but the horses’ 

fault.’ ” 

d) Takes Hua 

Yuan to mean, 

“ ‘No, it was not 

the horses, but 

Yang Zhen the 

person who rode 

them into the 

Zheng forces.’ ” 

d) Takes Hua 

Yuan to mean, 

“ ‘No, it was not 

the horses, but 

you . . . who drove 

them.’ ” 

d) Takes Hua 

Yuan to mean, 

“ ‘I returned, not 

owing to the horse 

ransom, but to 

human affairs [i.e. 

diplomacy].’ ” 

d) Takes Yang 

Zhen to mean, 

“ ‘No, it was not 

the horses’ fault, 

but my own 

fault.’ ” 

e) Reads qiren ye 

其人也 as 

referring to “ ‘the 

person.’ ” 

e) Reads qiren ye 其 

人也 as referring to 

“ ‘you.’ ” 

e) Reads qiren ye 其 

人也 as referring to 

“ ‘my people.’ ” 

e) Reads qiren ye 其 

人也 as referring to 

“ ‘I myself.’ ” 

f) Takes he 合 as 

“matched” in 

“ ‘ransom was 

matched.’ ” 

f) Takes he 合 as 

“matched” in 

“reply was 

matched.” 

f) Takes he 合 as 

“matched” in 

“ ‘ransom was 

matched.’ ” 

f) Takes he 合 as 

“matched” in 

“reply was 

matched.” 

g) Takes laiben 來 

奔 as “ ‘I came in 

flight to Song.’ ” 

g) Takes laiben 來 

奔 as “Yang Zhen 

came in flight to 

Lu.” 

g) Takes laiben 來 

奔 as “ ‘I came in 

flight to Song.’ ” 

g) Takes laiben 來 

奔 as “Yang Zhen 

came in flight to 

Lu.” 

h) Takes jihe er 

laiben 既合而來奔 

as belonging to 

Hua Yuan’s 

speech. 

h) Takes jihe er 

laiben 既合而來奔 

as belonging to 

third-person 

narration. 

h) Takes jihe er 

laiben 既合而來奔 

as belonging to 

Hua Yuan’s 

speech. 

h) Takes jihe er 

laiben 既合而來奔 

as belonging to 

third-person 

narration. 



 


